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Roof junction detail
Getting flashings right between a tight area such as the main gable of a building 
and the ridge of a smaller gable can be difficult. With these installation pointers, 
you can make sure this junction is weathertight.

DESIGN
RIGHT

FLASHING THE TRICKY JUNCTION BETWEEN THE  MAIN GABLE OF A BUILDING AND A SMALLER GABLE

CORRECTLY INSTALLED flashings are essential 

to ensuring weathertightness, but in some 

locations, detailing and installation can be 

tricky. This is when it is necessary to achieve 

a detail that not only keeps out moisture 

and meets the requirements of Acceptable 

Solution E2/AS1 but that is also durable and 

aesthetically pleasing.   

BY ALIDE ELKINK, 
FREELANCE TECHNICAL 
WRITER, WELLINGTON

One such detail is the junction between the 

main gable of a building and the ridge from a 

smaller gable, often a garage (see Figure 1).

Sequence of assembly – no eave
The sequence of assembly of flashing such a 

junction is critical to achieving a weathertight 

detail. 

Figure 1 Flashing junction of main gable and smaller gable.

Figures 2(a)–(c) show the sequence for   

flashing the junction between the gable and 

ridge where there is no eave. 

Figure 3 shows the shapes of each of the 

flashings and how they should be folded.

Step 1

Flashing 1 is a typical apron roof flashing. The 

flashing upstand is carried up under the       

ridge flashing

roofing

flashing junction

ridge flashing

barge flashing

stop-end required to end 
of apron flashing
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Figure 2 (b) Flashing the junction – step 2.

Figure 2 (a) Flashing the junction – step 1.

cladding and wall underlay and the flashing 

apron is extended over the ridge of the smaller 

gable (see Figure 2(a)).  

Step 2

Flashing 2 covers both the apron flashing up-

stand and the wall underlay. It is folded over the 

large gable roof and the apron flashing and also 

extended over the ridge of the smaller gable (see 

Figure 2(b)). 

Step 3

Fit a butyl rubber patch over flashing 2 (see 

Figure 2(b)).

Step 4

A ridge flashing is fitted over the smaller gable 

ridge butting up to the wall cladding, and the 

bargeboard is installed over the ridge. Flashing 3 

is a standard barge flashing that, on the large 

gable roof, extends beyond the ridgeline of the 

smaller gable and aligns with the bottom edge of 

the ridge flashing (see Figure 2(c)).

Roof junction with an eave
Where there is an eave at the junction between 

the two gables, the apron and barge flashings are 

fitted in the same way. However, an undersoaker 

flashing is required over the soffit, apron flashing 

and roof (see Figure 4).  

roofing (large gable)

edge rafter or trusscladding and cavity 
shown dotted  
(fit after flashing 2)

wall underlay

35 mm min. 
cladding 
clearance

75 mm min. 
cover

apron flashing 1  
(see Figure 3)

roofing (small gable)

roofing underlay

flashing 2 (see Figure 3)

butyl rubber 
patch to protect 
weak point

weak point

purlin

blocking

cladding and cavity 
shown dotted  
(fit after flashing 2)
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Notes:
* 130 mm – L, M, H wind zones, roof pitches ≥ 10°
 200 mm – VH, EH wind zones, all roof pitches

** 50 mm – L, M, H wind zones, roof pitches ≥ 10°
 70 mm – VH wind zone, all roof pitches
 90 mm – EH wind zone, all roof pitches

*130–200 mm  
(but > ridge flashing width)

Figure 3

Figure 2

Flashing shapes.

Flashing 3

Apron flashing 1

Flashing 2

*130–200 mm (but > 
ridge flashing width)

(c) Flashing the junction – step 3.

wall cladding

bargeboard

barge flashing turned 
down over bargeboard

flashing 3 (see Figure 3)

ridge flashing shown dotted 
for clarity (fit over flashing 2 
and butyl patch) rivet barge capping to flashing 

(avoid butyl rubber patch)

Note: Ridge flashing to cover all lower roof flashings.

fold to create hook

110 mm 
min.

2 crests width to 
finish in next trough

fold lines 
shown 
dotted

angle = 2× roof pitch

fold lines shown dotted

angle = 2× roof pitch

2 crests width to 
finish in next trough

fold to form kick-out *130–200 mm 
(but > ridge 
flashing width)

fold to form kick-out

*130–200 mm 
(but > ridge 
flashing width)

2 crests width to 
finish in next trough fold lines shown dotted

angle = 2× roof pitch
**50–90 mm

end of ridge flashing 
to be cut and folded to 
close off gap

fit ridge flashing 
before barge flashing
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Figure 4 (a) Flashing detail sequence – gable with soffit.

(b) Undersoaker flashing.  (c) Undersoaker flashing folded.

Step 1 – install apron flashing first

Step 3 – install 
ridge flashing

roof to extend 
under higher soffit

Step 2 – install 
undersoaker 
flashing (c)

Step 4 - install soffit
roof (large gable)

barge flashing

cladding over cavity

undersoaker upstand 
fitted between 
framing and soffit

cut line

fold lines shown 
dotted

soffit framing width
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undersoaker flashing folded

leg under soffit

roof (large gable)

roof underlay

purlin blocking

purlin blocking

trim

wall underlay

overflashing


